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The Impact of TAFE degree courses on our traditional VET libraryA bit about myself…… As you know Over 2004 and 2005, NMIT was granted approval to run degree programmes in aquaculture, equine and viticulture. But before talking about the present I’d like set the sceneSlide 1Image of early Melbourne Swanson street between 1910-1920In 1910 the Education Act was passed by Parliament. This Act enabled the establishment of technical schools to address the dearth of skilled trades people.Collingwood Technical School opened in 1912.Over the next 75 years the school expanded as education a much greater significance in societyPreston Technical School opened in 1937 By 1951 Preston was the biggest Technical school in Victoria with 893 boys enrolledIn 1966 the College applied to join the Victorian Institute of Colleges, study programs increased rapidly. By 1977, more than 100 courses were offered and a decade later, the college had a student population of almost 17,000 prior to amalgamationBy 1980 there were over 8000 students attending, both full and part-time.NEXT SLIDE Slide 2 Walk in the park imageNMIT has been a TAFE provider since  the 70’sFrom our current vantage point..I would describe the years since the 70’s as a walk in the park, For a number of reasons-We knew what we were on about, students came to us for vocational courses to gear up for employment.  Or to gain ‘real skills after a uni course.  We were not a research based educational body..we reflect the immediate needs of industry.Our strength has been our links with industry. Courses cover AMEP, Trade, traditional IT, and business courses thru to music, art animal studies, music and agricultural courses….The range of courses is as interesting as our history. The library has branches on each campus, Preston, Collingwood, Heidelberg, GR, FF and Epping with a presence at Ararat and Broadmeadows.We did not purchase books to a scholarly level, we did not maintain a research collection, long strings of journals or subscribe to scholarly indexing services. We had and have a good collection of resources targeted to meet the vocational needs of our TAFE students.� Slide 3  TelescopeThe anticipationWhen Lyn Kosky announced that we were now enabled by legislation to provide Vocational Degrees in niche areas, we knew our familiar TAFE world was changing.It was exciting and challenging.  We were aspiring to new heights, but it certainly seemed a fair way off.  (image relevance…hence a telescope and looking forward) Originally NMIT applied to conduct vocational degrees in 3 niche areas where we were currently providing unique studies, Aquaculture, viticulture and equine.  We are now providing a popular music degree with several more degrees close to commencement.� Slide 4Rock climbing,  We were scaling new heightsWe new we would need to reassess our current practices.The Library’s role began once the course notes were written and we began checking the drafts of newly written courses against our collection.It was mandatory that the library collection be up to speed..When being visited by members of the HE committee, they wanted to know how we were going to ensure access to resources not in our collection or in limited quantity. We became aware of the differences between our TAFE resources and those required for Higher education   egIn equine certificate courses, in one component of the course they studied basic skeletal information, some anatomy, diet, procedure relating to foaling and conformation.In the degree courses we needed numerous veterinary texts, resources on microbiology and chemistry in addition to the information required in the diploma courses. As the checking continued we sought to purchase-Out of print material-Hard to get academic publicationsWe took out subscriptions to a new range of journal titles, again according to course notes,We worried that our journal runs were short, but we investigated where our students  might get access to back issues of these titlesThis lead to another concern that the journals might only be available in electronic format� Slide 5 Mountain bikes, now on the journey, no longer a walk in the park!  (Victor Lucas image)2006 Courses startedWe felt anxiousWe found when talking to the lecturers  we found we now needed more specific academic understanding of the courses.We were increasingly aware of the differences between the collection we currently maintained and where we were going.Student area: The students were undergraduates, and first year, we were not sure how they would use the library We gave these students an area in which to work, -they are fulltime - with us for a longer time frame than most of our traditional TAFE- students. Degree students have regular exams, they needed-A quiet area to research and study -A place to discuss� Slide 6 StepsWe thought we had it worked out, but we were definitely just beginningThe collections we had been compiling to start the courses, were definitely foundation resources.-Each of the courses collected Lecturers to teach subjects, these people have their preferred reading lists, our newly acquired material was frequently seen as basic reading, not dismissed, just accepted …but we needed more. -In many instances new Lecturers were coming on board just before the semester in which they were to commence and we were expected to gather the titles they needed. -We acquired journal titles as advised but in a couple of instances these titles were not the preferred subscription of our lecturers. Our journal subscriptions had satisfied our diploma students, -          NOT the peer reviewed journals required..I found this out to my chagrin…..-           Journal indexes cost a great deal of money and there is no simple answer, we have some products but we need moreThere are products we have been evaluating but as they were not core to first year students. We have not rushed into  subscriptions for these expensive tools… but they are essential for 3rd year…For now We love Google Scholar and Scirus Weeding was something I once approached with enthusiasm.Life has changedWe have purchased out of print material. We actually now wish to enrich the collection ..That an item is over 10 years old and has been borrowed only once will not automatically incur a scathing flick, we may have only just acquired the item. We previously acknowledged Bibliographic styleNow Plagerism, Copyright and Bibliographic referencing are topics , we have has to increase our own knowledge.� Slide 7Team work Reference enquiriesStudents have more subject awareness, they ask specific question, rarely directional -they have usually done the basic research  (the stuff you used to get away with before)---What is the effect of yeast on fructoseArticles on Mycorrhizal plants (‘my causial’ and fungi resistance.  OR  Rhodoccus EquiResearch a musical instrument and its inventor, then find biographical informationWhere do you find information on topics when the terms are more scientific and then when you get too many results how do you refine  if you don’t know the subject …Library staff-Need to be able to engage in a professional dialogue with staff and studentsThey need to be able to speak with the lecturers who are specialists in their areas.Its hard to ask if the book on Copepods was okay when you don’t know what they are  or how to pronounce the term…Without the cover of the book you may have no idea what they are.   Lecturers come to the library and boast of  ’their’ librarian (from other institutes..at this stage) They have on more than one occasion insisted on conference calls  between their new best friends.  If this isn’t pressure you are very aware of your role and their expectations  Information literacyWe conducted general sessions at the beginning of the academic year, and we have taken several advanced information literacy sessions.  BUT-Unlike TAFE classes where you can negotiate and hijack classes after a tad of negotiationUnless the Information literacy is built into the courses, time is too allocated, we are working towards integration, but this needs to be done in tandem with the Lecturers-Appointments with students when they have a need seems to be the currently preferred option. Not necessarily always the best option unless there is preplanning. BudgetI have not approached this talk from the budgetry aspect, but it is a major factor. Not to have budget constraints would mean we purchase all the new resources, and the indexes and abstracting services our clients ask for… and have a budget to die for….But constraints do exist. We are in the developmental stage and we are accustomed to careful decision making, so  we are continuing the practice of judicious review and consideration  as we develop the collections � Slide last big telescopeThe ImpactWe are no longer simply a directional area …We are expected to have knowledge We are expected to have a resource collection and to know the collectionWe are expected to respond professionally NMIT has restructured our library management team to better respond to the Institute changes underway.We have gone from Campus librarians to Faculty and Specialist librarians, we are attending more Faculty meetings, we are taking classes in depts…There is a new energy and an air of change The walk in the park days are over….We are now very much part of the Academic scene Thank you 
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Slide 2 Walk in the park imageNMIT has been a TAFE provider since  the 70’sFrom our current vantage point..I would describe the years since the 70’s as a walk in the park, For a number of reasons-We knew what we were on about, students came to us for vocational courses to gear up for employment.  Or to gain ‘real skills after a uni course.  We were not a research based educational body..we reflect the immediate needs of industry.Our strength has been our links with industry. Courses cover AMEP, Trade, traditional IT, and business courses thru to music, art animal studies, music and agricultural courses….The range of courses is as interesting as our history. The library has branches on each campus, Preston, Collingwood, Heidelberg, GR, FF and Epping with a presence at Ararat and Broadmeadows.We did not purchase books to a scholarly level, we did not maintain a research collection, long strings of journals or subscribe to scholarly indexing services. We had and have a good collection of resources targeted to meet the vocational needs of our TAFE students.
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Slide 4Rock climbing,  We were scaling new heightsWe new we would need to reassess our current practices.The Library’s role began once the course notes were written and we began checking the drafts of newly written courses against our collection.It was mandatory that the library collection be up to speed..When being visited by members of the HE committee, they wanted to know how we were going to ensure access to resources not in our collection or in limited quantity. We became aware of the differences between our TAFE resources and those required for Higher education   egIn equine certificate courses, in one component of the course they studied basic skeletal information, some anatomy, diet, procedure relating to foaling and conformation.In the degree courses we needed numerous veterinary texts, resources on microbiology and chemistry in addition to the information required in the diploma courses. As the checking continued we sought to purchase-Out of print material-Hard to get academic publicationsWe took out subscriptions to a new range of journal titles, again according to course notes,We worried that our journal runs were short, but we investigated where our students  might get access to back issues of these titlesThis lead to another concern that the journals might only be available in electronic format�
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Team work Reference enquiriesStudents have more subject awareness, they ask specific question, rarely directional -they have usually done the basic research  (the stuff you used to get away with before)---What is the effect of yeast on fructoseArticles on Mycorrhizal plants (‘my causial’ and fungi resistance.  OR  Rhodoccus EquiResearch a musical instrument and its inventor, then find biographical informationWhere do you find information on topics when the terms are more scientific and then when you get too many results how do you refine  if you don’t know the subject …Library staff-Need to be able to engage in a professional dialogue with staff and studentsThey need to be able to speak with the lecturers who are specialists in their areas.Its hard to ask if the book on Copepods was okay when you don’t know what they are  or how to pronounce the term…Without the cover of the book you may have no idea what they are.   Lecturers come to the library and boast of  ’their’ librarian (from other institutes..at this stage) They have on more than one occasion insisted on conference calls  between their new best friends.  If this isn’t pressure you are very aware of your role and their expectations  Information literacyWe conducted general sessions at the beginning of the academic year, and we have taken several advanced information literacy sessions.  BUT-Unlike TAFE classes where you can negotiate and hijack classes after a tad of negotiationUnless the Information literacy is built into the courses, time is too allocated, we are working towards integration, but this needs to be done in tandem with the Lecturers-Appointments with students when they have a need seems to be the currently preferred option. Not necessarily always the best option unless there is preplanning. BudgetI have not approached this talk from the budgetry aspect, but it is a major factor. Not to have budget constraints would mean we purchase all the new resources, and the indexes and abstracting services our clients ask for… and have a budget to die for….But constraints do exist. We are in the developmental stage and we are accustomed to careful decision making, so  we are continuing the practice of judicious review and consideration  as we develop the collections 
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We are no longer simply a directional area …We are expected to have knowledge We are expected to have a resource collection and to know the collectionWe are expected to respond professionally NMIT has restructured our library management team to better respond to the Institute changes underway.We have gone from Campus librarians to Faculty and Specialist librarians, we are attending more Faculty meetings, we are taking classes in depts…There is a new energy and an air of change The walk in the park days are over….We are now very much part of the Academic scene Thank you
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